
EC230C   Hilary Hoynes 
Spring 2009 hwhoynes@ucdavis.edu 
 

Empirical Problem Set 3 
Due: Tuesday 5-19-09 

 
This problem set gives you experience with experimental data and methods. 
 
You should have received by email the Stata data set conn-jf.dta 
 
Reminders: 
-- Please include a copy of your stata do file when you hand in your homework 
-- You have been given authority to use this confidential data. When you are finished with 
this homework, please delete the data file from your computer.  I have emailed it to you 
because I can not post it on the web site. 
 
This data is the experimental data from the Connecticut Jobs First evaluation by MDRC.  If you 
are interested in learning more about the Jobs First waiver and evaluation, see the final report by 
MDRC at: http://www.mdrc.org/Reports2002/CT_JobsFirst/CT-Overview.htm 
 
There are two tasks in the homework. The first is to replicate some tables and figures in my 
paper: Bitler, Hoynes and Gelbach “What Means Impacts Miss: Distributional Effects of Welfare 
Reform Experiments” AER 2006.  
 
Note: The homework refers to tables from an old draft of the paper.  Please get this paper from 
my website: http://www.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/hoynes/EC230C/bgh-experimental-paper-4-29-03.pdf 
 
You need to get a copy of this earlier version of my paper because it contains the results for the 
paper before we used inverse propensity score weighting.  All table numbers and figure numbers 
in this homework refer to that version of the paper.  You will be confused if you use the version 
we read in class. 
 
The second is to use the CT data to estimate the model in the Grogger and Michalopoulos time 
limits paper.  
 
Data set overview 
The data set consists of a sample of single women on AFDC in Connecticut.  There are a total of 
4,803 observations. Some of the demographic variables are missing for some observations. 
 
Here is the list of variables names and their definitions from the data:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
              storage  display     value 
variable name   type   format      label      variable label 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ernpq4          int    %9.0g                  earnings prior q4 
ernpq3          float  %9.0g                  earnings prior q3 
ernpq2          float  %9.0g                  earnings prior q2 
ernpq1          int    %9.0g                  earnings prior q1 
agelt20         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:AGE LT 20(from agecat) 
age2024         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:AGE 20-24 (FROM AGECAT) 



age2534         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:AGE 25-34 (FROM AGECAT) 
age3544         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:AGE 35-44 (FROM AGECAT) 
agege45         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:AGE GE 45 (FROM AGECAT) 
black           byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:ETHNICITY BLACK (ethnicy) 
hisp            byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:ETHNICITY HISPANIC(ethnicy) 
white           byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:ETHNICITY WHITE (ethnicy) 
treatmnt        byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:RESEARCH GROUP:TX(p_assign) 
marnvr          byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:NEVER MARRIED (FROM MARITAL) 
marapt          byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:NOT TOGETHER(INCLUDES DIV,WID,SEP) 
hsged           byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:HIGHST DEGREE:HS OR GED(DEGREE) 
nohsged         byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:NO HS OR GED DEGREE (DEGREE) 
kidcount        byte   %10.0g                 NO OF CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD(KIDAGE1-7) 
applcant        byte   %10.0g                 DUMMY:APPLICANT (P_AIDST) 
adcpq4          int    %9.0g                  afdc payment prior q4 
adcpq3          int    %9.0g                  afdc payment prior q3 
adcpq2          int    %9.0g                  afdc payment prior q2 
adcpq1          int    %9.0g                  afdc payment prior q1 
emppq4          byte   %9.0g                  employed prior q4 
emppq3          byte   %9.0g                  employed prior q3 
emppq2          byte   %9.0g                  employed prior q2 
emppq1          byte   %9.0g                  employed prior q1 
yremp           byte   %10.0g                 employed in prior year 
pufid           int    %10.0g                 CT-PUBLIC USE FILE ID 
ernqa1t8        long   %10.0g                 avg annual earnings q 1-8 
totqa1t8        double %10.0g                 avg annual total income q 1-8 
ernqa916        long   %10.0g                 avg annual earnings q 9-16 
totqa916        double %10.0g                 avg annual total income q 9-16 
mthsgrad        float  %9.0g                  More education than HS diploma 
prevafdc        float  %9.0g                  1(any afdc income in yr before RA) 
trans1t8        float  %9.0g                  avg total transfer income q 1-8 
trans916        float  %9.0g                  avg total Transfer income q 9-16 
yng_le2         float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Age of Youngest child 0-2 
yng_35          float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Age of Youngest child 3-5 
yng_610         float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Age of Youngest Child 6-10 
yng_1115        float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Age of Youngest Child 11-15 
yng_ge16        float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Age of Youngest Child 16+ 
tadcpm          float  %9.0g                  Months of welfare use in 24 months prior to RA 
temppq          float  %9.0g                  Quarters of employment in 12 months prior to RA 
p_adcm1         float  %9.0g                  DUMMY: Welfare participation in month 1 
p_adcm2         float  %9.0g                   
p_adcm3 … p_adcd48     (same)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Parts (A)-(F): You are to replicate some results in my paper with Bitler and Gelbach 
 
(A) Describe the Jobs First (JF) treatment.  What are the main aspects of JF welfare reform? 
Discuss how each element of reform should affect labor supply (extensive and intensive margin) 
and welfare participation. 
 
(B) Replicate Table 4 (for the Full Sample only) in Bitler, Gelbach and Hoynes (BGH).  
 
(C) Step one with experimental data is to see if the treatment is random. Test for statistical 
significant differences in pre-random assignment variables as in Table 4 in Bitler, Gelbach and 
Hoynes (BGH). (Full sample only.) Discuss. 
 
(D) Estimate the unconditional average treatment effects (“simple differences”) for the full 
sample in BGH Table 5.   You only need to estimate the estimates for the top panel referring to 
the full sample.  Specifically, you will calculate the simple mean differences for the full sample 
for earnings, transfers, and total income in years 1-2 and year 3-4.    Discuss the estimates and 
their statistical significance.  Connect back to the theoretical expectations.   
 



(E) Estimate the regression-adjusted average treatment effects in BGH Table 5.   You only need 
to estimate this for the Full Sample. The list of control variables are given in footnote 24 in the 
paper. Discuss the estimates and their statistical significance. How do the regression adjusted 
treatment effects compare to the unconditional treatment effects? Use the information you 
learned back in part ( C) and (D) to discuss why and how the ATE change when you add controls 
to the model. 
 
(F) Replicate BGH Figure 2.  (Note the title of that figure has a typo.  It should say “Jobs First 
Earnings Distributions and Treatment Effects on Quantiles, Yrs 1-2". ) The top panel traces out 
the distribution of earnings in the treatment and control populations by plotting the quantiles 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. The bottom panel plots the quantile treatment effects, which is the 
vertical distance between the treatment and control quantile values.  (Do not worry about the 
confidence intervals in the bottom panel.)  Discuss the QTE and relate back to the theoretical 
predictions of the reform.  
 
Stata Note: You can estimate the QTE  using the QREG command.  For example, if you run: 
 QREG var treatmnt, q(10) 
the coefficient on the treatmnt dummy will give you the treatment control difference at the 10th 
quantile. 
 
Parts (G)-(I) refer to the Grogger and Michalopolous (GM) paper: 
 
(G) Create the data set for estimating the specification in GM Table 5, Column 1. 
 
The conn-jf.dta data set contains one observation for each person in the sample.  In GM 
estimation, they have one observation for each person-month in the data.  This is so they can 
estimate this pooled model of welfare participation.   The outcome variable that you need in the 
“reshaped” data set is a dummy for whether you are participating in welfare. The vector is 
p_acdm1-p_acdm48 where the number indicates the number of months since random 
assignment. 
 
STATA help: Checkout the command RESHAPE.   
 
(H) Estimate GM specification in Column 1 of Table 5.   Discuss the results.  Interpret the 
coefficients on BLACK and Month of Prior Welfare Use.  What is the interpretation on the 
treatment effect dummy in this specification?    Do the CT results provide results consistent with 
the Florida data that GM used?  Explain. 
 
Note: I created the variables to be as consistent and complete as possible.  We have dummies for 
woman’s age and education (while GM use continuous variables).  We have a variable called 
MONTH representing whether it is month 1 through 48 since random assignment.  This is doing 
the same thing as their year variables.  Because of the 21 month time limit, the age group that 
should not be impacted by time limits is ages 16-17.  
 
(I) Estimate the model for different time periods: months 1-18, months 1-24, months 25-48.  
Which is the sample that the GM suggests we should use?  Explain. 


